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“What?” Lin Ziming was taken aback by Chu Fei’s words. “What are you
talking nonsense.”
Chu Fei shook her head and said: “I’m serious, I can’t satisfy you alone.
Your physique is far better than an ordinary man, and it’s not good to hold
back like this.”
Lin Ziming was stunned at the moment, and was shocked by Chu Fei’s
words. After a while, he said, “Silly girl, what are you thinking, do you
think I am the kind of man who thinks in the lower body? Well, stop
thinking about it. Now, go to bed now.”
Chu Fei originally wanted to say something, but Lin Ziming had already
fallen asleep, so she had no choice but to give it up no longer.
Lin Ziming fell asleep right away, and Chu Fei’s remarks just now shocked
him quite a bit. He never thought that Chu Fei would actually let her find a
baby outside, and the reason was still so ridiculous.
But Chu Fei was also wrong. With his current physique and energy level
more than ten times that of ordinary men, Chu Fei really couldn’t satisfy
him. But how can this be, is it possible that he really makes him unable to
find one outside?
So what is the difference between him and the stallion?
So he quickly threw this idea out.
…………
“Father, so many days have passed, why don’t you kill Lin Ziming, don’t
you really want to avenge me!”
In a villa of the Gu family, Gu Hanxing knelt in front of Gu Xuan, tearing
his nose and tears, begging.
During this period of time, he has been very tormented. After Lin Ziming
broke his’foundation’ that day, his strength has dropped sharply, and has
fallen to the edge of the peak of the day after tomorrow. In addition, he has
been overeating during this period of time. After practicing, he is about to
fall into the realm of a master. This is something he can’t accept anyway!
He couldn’t understand why so many days passed, Gu Xuan still remained
motionless, and did not seek revenge from Lin Ziming. This is not Gu
Xuan’s character at all.
Now that he watched Lin Ziming being cool and unrestrained outside every
day, he felt extremely uncomfortable in his heart.
Gu Xuan sighed heavily, why didn’t he want to seek revenge from Lin
Ziming? It’s just that the palm of the neon clothes that day has brought him
too much psychological shadow, and he dare not act rashly now.
This is not a torture for him!
Now people outside are telling him that he shrank his head, and that his son
didn’t dare to come back to avenge him after he was taught. This was an
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unprecedented shame given his face-saving character.
“Get up, the time is right, I will go to Lin Ziming for revenge.” Gu Xuan
said.
Gu Hanxing cried and said, “Dad, you’ve said this many times, and you
haven’t gone to avenge Lin Ziming! Dad, are you afraid of Lin Ziming, so
you dare not seek revenge from him! Now Lin Ziming has not only ruined
my foundation, but also shit on your head, don’t you kill Lin Ziming!”
“Fart!” Gu Xuan was furious and cursed angrily: “Why would I be afraid of
this surname Lin! I just wait for another chance!”
“What opportunity?” Gu Hanxing asked quickly.
“Naturally it is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.” Gu Xuan thought of
something, he suddenly calmed down, and a thought-provoking smile
appeared on the corner of his mouth.
Gu Hanxing raised a glimmer of hope, and hurriedly asked again, “Dad,
what is the opportunity! Oh, tell me, I’m almost dying!”
Gu Xuan said, “Remember the annual hunting contest? It will be held soon.
When that happens, I will find a way to get Lin Ziming to participate, and
then at the hunting contest, he…”
Having said that, Gu Xuan made a wipe of his neck.
Gu Hanxing was overjoyed, “Yes, yes, yes! Why did I forget the hunting
competition? As long as Lin Ziming participates, he can kill Lin Ziming as a
prey, hahaha…”
Gu Xuan also began to laugh happily.
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